What it takes to make a
fabulous website
These are the requirements:
1. Good listening skills: You're looking for someone to take your vision and make it
into a reality. If after describing your vision to your new website guru, he or she is
not on board or can't see what you see, consider other options. You don't want to
have difficulty communication right from the start. And if your designer can't see it,
how are you going to get it?
Notes:

2. Spectacular Design: Find a designer who does spectacular work. Make sure you ask
to see a portfolio of the work they've done so you get a feel for their style. You're
investing in your image. Make sure you're gonna be lookin' good.
Notes:

3. Outstanding Development: What functionality do you need on your site? Are you
looking for a simple site that shows off your services, or are you looking for
something a little more advanced? Do you need to sell products online? Do you
run events or classes and would like to provide online registration? Are you an artist
who needs a custom photo gallery? Do you have items or services that you're
selling as part of a membership? Ask to see a portfolio of the sites developed that
include the technology you require. If you're looking at these additional technical
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specifications, make sure to discuss what the additional charges are for these
upgrades.
Notes:

4. Superior Content: Is professionally written content included in your site proposal,
or are you required to provide your own content. Will your website guru proofread
your content for you and make suggestions on improvements? Will you be provided
with the appropriate keywords to include in your content to maximize your
SEO? Will professionally written content include keyword research and use of
appropriate keywords? Good content is key for SEO.
Notes:

5. SEO Strategy: You're going to want your website to rank appropriately with
Google. This requires keyword-rich content and also good keyword-crafted page
titles, URLs and meta descriptions that entice your potential client to click through to
your site. Or, if you already have SEO implemented on your current site, make sure
those page titles and meta descriptions are transferred over to your new site so your
current SEO ranking is not affected. This service is not typically included in the base
price of a website. Be sure to ask what their SEO strategy is, and what the cost is for
that implementation.
Notes:

6. Mobile/Responsive: Having a site that's viewable and functional on mobile devices
is now a requirement. This may or may not be included in your website
price. Clarify what is included and make sure your site will be viewable on tablet and
phone devices, both in portrait and landscape mode.
Notes:
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7. Social Media Integration: Be sure that all your social media accounts are linked to
appropriately from your website, preferably from the header or footer so they are
visible on every page. You want to make sure your clients and potential clients have
a way to contact you and a way to show their support by being fans.
Notes:

8. Google Analytics: Will your new website be setup to track all traffic on your site? To
determine the effectiveness of your site and content, you need to be monitoring
your visitors and watching their behavior so you can respond accordingly. These
analytics are key to managing your new website.
Notes:

9. Backups: Backups are critical! It’s one of those things you don’t even think about
until you need it. Make sure your new site includes a way to back it up, hopefully
scheduled and automated so you don't have to think about it.
Notes:

10. Redirection: Make sure your redesigned site includes setup of redirection for your
old pages where names have changed. If you have a new URL structure in place, or if
you've updated your SEO strategy with new URL names, you'll want to redirect the
old names to the new names to prevent any "not found" otherwise known as 404
errors. You don't want your visitors leaving your site because they think your pages
are all broken.
Notes:
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11. Ease of Management: Is your site setup on a platform so you are able to manage it
on your own? Is it easy to understand? Will you be able to make minor updates as
necessary so you will not have to rely on the availability of your website guru and
also so you will not have to pay for every little update required?
Notes:

12. Training: Will you be managing your site on your own? Will training be provided to
you so you can learn the steps needed to maintain your new website? This may or
may not be included in your website bid. Be sure to understand if training is
included and exactly how much you will be learning.
Notes:

13. Ongoing Technical Support: Will you be able to call on your website guru after
handoff of your new website is complete. Will he or she be there to answer
questions for you when you are stuck or help you fix something that breaks (even if
it's your fault)? Will he or she perform regularly scheduled maintenance on your
website to make sure it stays secure. This type of support is not typically included in
a bid, so be sure to ask what happens next.
Notes:

14. Project Management: Building or redesigning your website is a big project and
includes well over 100 tasks just for a basic website. Without good project
management, things can fall thorough the cracks or become very
disorganized. Understand how your new website guru is going to track tasks, items
and issues, and how they are going to communicate with you in that process. Will
you be able to monitor the progress?
Notes:
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We think these are pretty important, too…
1. Small Business Experience: Can your website guru understand your struggles to be
able to effectively identify your current problem? Is he or she asking the right
questions? Can he or she help you develop a solution that is the answer to your
needs? Speaking with someone with small business experience will make the
process so much easier for you and will allow you to brainstorm and draw from
another resource with similar experience and a fresh perspective, rather than having
to create the entire solution on your own.
Notes:

2. Marketing Assistance: Does your website guru have a marketing background? Will
he or she be able to help you communicate your message with a little pizazz? If
marketing is not your forte, make sure you are getting assitance with those "grabyou" campaign titles, or a tagline that effectively communicates your service or
product. How you market yourself and your business is critical to your success.
Notes:

3. Passion: We believe in doing business from our hearts. In our opinion, this is the
most important thing to look for in people who you do business with. If the only
reason they do what they do is to make money, they likely do not have your best
interests at heart. Connect with the people you do business with at a level that
makes you comfortable trusing them with the image of your business.
Notes:
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